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SPENCER J PALMER the church encounters asia salt
lake city utah deseret book company 1970 192 ppap

reviewed by C paul dredge of harvard university who is
pursuing graduate study inin social and cultural change in
modern asia A hinckley scholar while working on his
undergraduate degree at brigham young university mr
dredge also served two and a half years as a latter day saint
missionary in the far east

seldom in the church has a book been written which fills
such an immediate and obvious need with the recent organi-
zation of a stake inin tokyo the first in asia and the success of
the mormon pavilion at expoekpo 70 the desire to know about
missionary activities in asia has probably never been greater
among church members all should welcome this thoroughly
readable and unusually moving account of the beginnings and
development of mormon asiaticaasiaticalAsia tica although some masters
theses have dealt with specific countries and a number of arti-
cles on the work in asia have appeared in dialogue BYU
studies the improvement era and the church news dr
palmer s book is the first to incorporate an up to date account
of the church inin all asian countries where the restored
gospel has found root

another first is the publishing of a full account of the
travels of elders david 0 mckay and hugh J cannon in
korea manchuria and china as recorded by cannon in 1921

those who greet this book with expectations of the insights
and solid scholarship which characterize the author s previous
work on korea and christianity seoul hollyn publishers
1967 will perhaps be disappointed this new work is ob-
viously not intended as a scholarly contribution but rather a
strong testimonial that a miraculous power of divine inter-
vention isis out there in asia p 100 quotation from harold
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B lee that it succeeds in this purpose is due to the fact that
the author has collected a wealth of interesting spiritual and
even humorous firsthandfirst hand accounts from missionaries mission
presidents converts servicemen and general authorities which
convey in a personal and detailed manner the spirit of the work
in the asian missions the full texts of many dedicatory prayers
including that given by pres david 0 mckay at the forbidden
city in peking in 1921 and the dramatic stories of conversion
which tell of the vital roles played by early converts such as
kim ho jik in korea and booneplukeBoonepluke klaophinKlaophin and his wife
in thailand are especially inspirational as are stories of the
filming of man s search for happiness in japan the calling
of pres keith garner of the southern far east mission as told
by elder hinckley and the mission call of elder heber J grant
to japan inin 1901 unforgettable is the story recounted by hugh
cannon of how he and pres mckay awoke in the face of the
japanese use of chopstickschopsticks to the comparatively uncivilized
american method of eating a sandwich by tearing at it very
much as a bear would do p 63 the obvious difficulty for
a researcher in collecting such a wide selection of often obscure
materials isis an indication of the author s effort and ability

beyond the purpose of a testimony to the workings of the
spirit inin asia dr palmer has helped demonstrate the fact that
the church is and must be as much asian as american a truly
worldwideworld wide and world oriented organization unfortunately this
important cultural problem is discussed only in the context of
individual accounts and is not treated in depth although a
really thorough discussion of this issueissue would require a separate
volume the significance of success in converting families in
the philippines developing priesthood leadership in japan
learning asian languages converting people in spite of eco-
nomic poverty and calling 19 and 20 year old young men to
proselyte age conscious and status conscious asians can be fully
appreciated only when underlying intercultural problems are
fully understood the lack of such analysis weakens the impact
of the stories of success while it avoids giving a really detailed
idea of the daily problems very discouraging at times of mis-
sionary work in asia

the format of the book is enhanced by a considerable num-
ber of pictures and by an index at the end which includes the
names of all people mentioned inin the body of the work A
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chapter on the activities of other christian denominations in the
area and scriptures relating to missionary work inin this part of
the world is a substantial contribution to the effectiveness of
the overall message of the book the inclusion of a chrono-
logicalloy107ical statistical table on church membership in the various
missionsmissions would have helped give a concise picture of this aspect
of the work which is treated inin detail in one case the southern
far east mission between 1955 and 1959 but not nearly so
well inin others there are also points where the reader isis tanta-
lized by being told that a particular story of conversionconversion was an
impressive one but finds that it is not covered inin the book

dr palmer has fittingly dedicated his book to elder gordon
B hinckley who presided over the asian missions for so long
and whose personal journal is quoted at length concerning
individual mission presidents and his own journeys among mem-
bers in asia an especially engaging account is givenoivengivenolven of elder
hinckley s trip to india in 1964 at the request of a man seeking
baptism there elder hinckley also makes a major point which
emerges as the reader learns of the beginnings of missionary
work inin asia of the over 25000 members in japan taiwan
korea and the philippines he says

this marvelous membership isis the sweet fruit of seed
once planted in dark years of war and inin the troubled days
immediately following when good men of the priesthood
both civilian and military through the example of their lives
and the inspiration of cheiriheirtheir precepts laid a foundation on
which a great work has been established p 144

while dr palmer owes a great part of his book to quo-
tations from various brethren who have recorded their experi-
ences inin the mission fields of the east the fact remains that
had they not been compiled and presented in the knowledgeable
way they appear in this new work they would have remained
obscure to most church members As a former missionmission president
in korea and an asian scholar of substantial credentials
spencer palmer s eminent qualifications are reflected in the in-
spiring account he has produced hopefully translations into
the languages of asian mission fields will make it available
to those whose beautiful story it tells


